[Long-term outcome of 72 patients surgically treated for stage II non-small cell bronchial cancer, between 1982 and 1989].
We report a 72 patients trial, who had surgical treatments for non small cell lung cancer, stage II (T1N1, T2N1). In our retrospective study, the overall 5-years survival is 44%, with a 24-month median survival. 45% of the patients have recurrence mainly due to distant metastasis. State II appears to be an heterogeneous group. As shown in other studies, the presence of hilar nodes (N1H) seems to be linked with a pejorative outcome. In our series, the survival associated with Lobar N1 (N1L) disease is the same as the survival of Hilar N1 disease, but the initial sites of recurrence differ. The interest of a postchirurgical treatment is controversial. The postoperative radiotherapy reduces the local recurrence without increasing the survival. The chemotherapy treatment is debatable and several studies are under way. We reviewed the different causes of death. The appearance of second cancer in the cured patients is very frequent.